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formal peer review, a process common to
most top-tier science journals. These decisions most often concern papers that are
too regional or technical in scope, lack
sufficiently broad geophysical implications, represent an incremental advance
beyond what has already appeared in peerreviewed literature, or the content of which
does not justify rapid publication. These
decisions rarely reflect a judgment on the
quality of the work—which is often high—
but rather that the material is better suited
for a journal other than GRL. This practice not only provides authors the earliest
possible opportunity to submit their work
elsewhere but also helps to decrease the
intense reviewing pressure placed on the
AGU community by GRL’s large volume of
submissions (between 3000 and 4000 per
year over the past 5 years) and the need for
rapid review.
In keeping with its mission to be a fasttrack and high-impact journal, GRL has
for more than 3 years executed a policy
of rejecting papers for which major revisions are required to meet the GRL criteria of impact, innovation, and timeliness.
For example, manuscripts are routinely
declined if the reviews point to a need for
additional analyses, simulations, or other
significant changes to support purported
high-impact results or implications. However, for those submissions that show promise of reaching GRL’s criteria, authors are
encouraged to resubmit following necessary revisions. While “resetting the clock”
on manuscripts that require major revisions reduces the time-to-publication dates,
the policy is motivated not by a desire to
make the GRL editorial process appear as
rapid as possible but rather by a desire to
make the process be as rapid as possible.
While the policy of rejecting manuscripts
that require major revisions is potentially
controversial, experience over the past
decade shows that this results in a more
rapid, high-impact publication experience
for authors as well as for readers, thereby
improving the editorial board’s ability to
serve GRL’s unique mission within the AGU
body of publications.

A more recent development is that GRL’s
editorial board unanimously proposed abolishing comments and replies, a proposal
that was approved by the AGU Publications
Committee late in 2009. In the absence of
a formal comment and reply process, the
board encourages authors to present their
critique of a paper that has been published
in GRL as a regular, stand-alone manuscript. In this way, the scientific debate can
be enhanced through the rapid publication of explicit scientific evidence that supports an author’s criticisms. Since removing
comments and replies, GRL has published
a number of papers that have directly critiqued work recently published in the journal. The review and ultimate publication of
these papers have been far more rapid than
for the comments and replies that were previously handled by GRL. In addition, the scientific content has been substantive, with
the papers standing on their own as scientific contributions.
GRL has also recently begun to publish a
limited number of “frontier” articles, by invitation from the editors. Frontier articles are
50% longer than regular GRL papers and are
freely available via open access for the first
6 months after publication. They present a
perspective on recent cutting-edge advances
in a leading scientific field that is at the forefront of one or several AGU disciplines. They
may also deliver a visionary but strongly scientifically grounded statement about a particularly promising up-and- coming field of
research that has potential for high impact
and broad implications.
Finally, in addition to GRL’s emphasis
on rapid publication, the editorial board
is working hard to increase the value of
publishing in GRL for its authors. Approximately 15% of GRL articles are spotlighted
in Eos and on the GRL Web site and are
brought to the attention of the press. In
addition to these spotlights, the editorial
board is also working with the AGU press
office to increase the visibility of top papers
and authors via press releases, press conferences, AGU blogs, and social networking sites such as Twitter and Facebook. As
a result, GRL articles are being more and

more frequently featured in major print,
broadcast, and Web media, as well as in perspectives and news articles in high-profile
magazines such as Science and Nature.
All of the above policies and practices
have been enacted to better serve the longestablished mission of GRL to publish significant geophysical advances that will have
immediate impact on the research of others. While these policies and practices are
not without controversy, experience and
quantitative evidence suggest that they are
in fact improving GRL’s achievement of its
mission, and therefore its service to the AGU
community.
None of this progress would be possible without the commitment of authors
and reviewers to the larger AGU mission of
“promoting discovery in Earth and space
science for the benefit of humanity.” GRL’s
editorial board serves the community by
promoting the journal’s attractiveness
and increasing its selectivity and publication speed, but authors and reviewers
are essential to GRL’s success in rapidly
communicating top-quality and timely science to the AGU community and the world
beyond. We are grateful for all of the effort
that authors, reviewers, and previous editors have expended to make GRL the top
choice for rapid publication of today’s
highest-impact geoscience, and we look
forward to further strides in the months
and years to come.
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